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Chapter 4 

Constructing a Multiregional Supply-Use 

Table for Germany’s Federal States

 

 

4.1  Introduction 

This chapter describes the construction of the German Multiregional Supply-Use table (MRSUT) that 

is used for the applications in the two subsequent chapters. The construction strategy for this database 

draws heavily on experiences and insights from the previous two chapters, where we discussed 

approaches to address the main obstacles faced with when constructing Multiregional Supply-Use or 

Input-Output tables at the subnational level, i.e., scarcity of regional data in general and the absence of 

information about interregional trade relationships, in particular.  

Non-survey methods, such as the Cross-Hauling Adjusted Regionalization Method (CHARM) 

discussed in Chapter 2, are intended to provide an alternative for prohibitively costly survey based 

approaches to construct I-O data for the subnational level. However, as in other assessments of the 

quality of such estimates, the case study of Chapter 2 shows that CHARM also tends to deliver 

unreliable and potentially systematically upwardly biased results for intraregional trade. Non-survey 

approaches are, nevertheless, also used for constructing the German MRSUT in cases where neither 

direct nor indirect information are available. However, because of the poor results non-survey methods 

usually tend to deliver, we opt to replace them with real data, whenever possible and reasonable.  

Such construction procedures are known as hybrid approaches (see Lahr, 1993) and typically consist 

of at least two steps: At first, non-survey methods are used to construct a prior table which delivers a 

basic representation of the table‘s structure and initial estimates of its elements. Afterwards, the 

quality of this prior is improved through the integration of survey-based information on table elements 

of particular importance. This approach can be justified by the concept of holistic accuracy developed 

by Jensen (1980), who found that the results of I–O models are driven by only a few large table 

elements. Therefore, the hybrid approach constitutes a compromise solution between simple non-

survey and costly full surveys. In the case of the German MRSUT, the decision about which parts of 

the table are especially important is made with regard to the main application planned at the time of 
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construction. This is the assessment of the impact of German energy policies on regional industries 

and households. For this reason, we focus on survey-based data on regional households and 

manufacturers.  

Since data are usually published at various levels of aggregation, in various classifications and may be 

subject to information conflicts, their integration into the prior table typically requires substantial 

effort to solve these issues manually. In the case of the German MRSUT, the harmonization and 

integration of survey-based data into the prior table was carried out by means of the Automated 

Integration System for Harmonized Accounts (AISHA, see Geschke et al., 2011) during a research 

stay in 2013 at The University of Sydney. AISHA was developed for the compilation of EORA and 

treats the compilation of MRIOs as a problem of constraint optimization, where the information 

distance to the prior table is minimized subject to constraints provided by the data to be integrated 

(Lenzen et al., 2013). The optimization problem is solved by means of the KRAS algorithm (Lenzen et 

al., 2009), which is capable to solve information conflicts between data points automatically on the 

basis of their relative reliability (see Chapter 3 for a discussion of RAS, its recent variants and their 

relation to the principle of minimal cross-entropy).  

In order to overcome the lack of reliability of interregional trade estimates of non-survey methods, 

freight transportation data are used as an indirect source of information for the interregional trade of 

commodities. However, their use for that purpose is far from being straightforward, as data are 

incomplete, measured in tons instead of currency and published at different levels of aggregation and 

in mismatching product classifications. The development of the maximum entropy model described in 

Chapter 3 has mainly been motivated by finding a procedure for solving these issues as efficient as 

possible. However, the method presented in Chapter 3 constitutes the outcome of a long development 

process with interdependencies between improvements to the method itself and the integration of these 

improvements to the MRSUT.  

At the same time, the work on the applications presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 was done. As a 

consequence, the most recent version of the maximum entropy model for the simultaneous estimation 

of physical and monetary commodity flows from Chapter 3 could not be used, here. Instead, this 

chapter describes the stepwise procedure for this task, which has been the starting point for the 

development of the simultaneous estimation model. The interregional trade figures on which the 

applications in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 are based, come from an intermediate version of the model 

developed in Chapter 3. Unfortunately, these estimates could not be integrated into the MRSUT by 

means of AISHA, because of the temporal distance between the development of the method and the 

research stay at USYD. For this reason, the re-estimation of interregional trade is described in a 

separate section after the main body of this chapter. For the applications in Chapter 5 and 6, the 

MRSUT including the re-estimated interregional trade flows is used.           
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 describes the general construction 

strategy, the format and the resolution of the German MRSUT. Afterwards, the following three 

sections describe the compilation of the ingredients required for using AISHA. First, the construction 

of the prior table is described Section 4.3. Thereafter, Section 4.4 describes how the right hand side 

values for the constraints are estimated from survey data on manufacturers and households, as well as 

the (first) estimation of interregional trade freight transportation data. Section 4.5, finally, describes 

how information on data reliability is derived. The re-estimation of interregional trade from freight 

transportation data with a prototype version of the model developed in Chapter 3 is described in 

Section 4.6. After that, we use the final MRSUT to perform an illustrative analysis of the spatial 

structure of Germany‘s economy (Section 4.7). In particular, we examine the contribution of final 

demand from the own state to gross regional product (GRP). Finally, Section 4.8 concludes.  

4.2  Format, resolution and construction strategy 

This section describes the major decisions taken for construction of the MRSUT regarding its format, 

its resolution and the general construction strategy.  

Format 

The format of a Supply-Use table is preferred over symmetric industry-by-industry or product-by-

product (multiregional) Input-Output tables, which have been the predominant formats for a long 

time.
5
 This has mainly two reasons.  

Firstly, for the setup of input-output models, Rueda-Cantuche (2011) and Lenzen and Rueda-Cantuche 

(2012) show that SUTs represent a superior accounting format. They show that symmetric formats 

require trade-offs whenever product and industry dimensions are related in the analysis, e.g., when 

estimating the employment (industry dimension) effects of changes final demand for products. 

Industry-by-industry and product-by-product tables are usually derived from Supply-Use tables by 

adding assumptions on either production technology or market-shares (Eurostat 2008).
6
 If models are 

directly formulated on the basis of Supply-Use tables instead of symmetric ones, such assumptions are 

made explicit and allow for a clearer interpretation of results.   

Secondly, Supply-Use tables allow for a much simpler integration of data, because they incorporate 

the industry and the product dimension. For example, trade, consumption and production data are 

usually classified by product, whereas value added or employment statistics are classified by industry. 

                                                           
5
e.g., Miller and Blair‘s (2009) comprehensive textbook only deals with single- and multiregional symmetric 

tables. 
6
The transformation of commodity-by-industry input-output tables to symmetric product-by-product or industry-

by-industry tables has been subject to an extensive debate, which is beyond the scope of this chapter. See van 

Rijckeghem, (1967),  Jansen and Ten Raa (1999), Viet (1994) Almon (2000); Ten Raa and Rueda-Cantuche 

(2003); De Mesnard (2004), Eurostat (2008), Miller and Blair (2009), Rueda-Cantuche and Ten Raa (2009) and 

United Nations et al. (2009) for advantages and shortcomings of  the different transformation models. 
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If symmetric table formats are used, some of the data must be transformed from products to industries 

or vice versa. Direct information for this task is often unavailable, such that the compiler is forced to 

pose possibly erroneous assumptions. As Supply-Use tables incorporate products and industries, data 

can be used directly for the compilation (Oosterhaven 1984; Madsen and Jensen-Butler 1999). 

Compared to symmetric tables, the compiler has a larger degree of freedom regarding the way in 

which trade interrelations between regions are depicted, because either the supply matrix or the use 

matrix or both matrices can be regionalized (Oosterhaven, 1984; Jackson and Schwarm, 2011). In the 

first case, the supply matrix is broken down in order to depict the regional destination of sales, 

whereas is the second case the use table is broken down, such that it depicts the regional origin of the 

products purchased. Since there is more information available on the structure of purchases of 

industries and households than on the structure of sales, the second option is used for the German 

MRSUT. In the literature this format is known as ‗purchase-only‘ (Oosterhaven, 1984) or ‗use-

regionalized‘ (Jackson and Schwarm, 2011) SUT. Its structure is shown in Table 4.1.  

Such a ‗use-regionalized’ MRSUT incorporates the following accounting balances: For the industry-

dimension, the accounting balances require that the sum of intermediate consumption of products   

from the own (   ) state and from other states (   ),    
  , as well as from the rest of the world, 

   
     , and value-added by category  ,    

 , of an industry   in state   has to be equal the total amount 

of products, ∑    
 

    
 , sold by that industry.: 

∑    
   

  ∑    
     

  ∑    
 

  ∑    
 

    
        (4.1) 

The index         denotes the region of supply, whereas         denotes the region of 

demand.  

For the product-dimension, by contrast, the total amount of a product supplied by various industries 

located in a state  , ∑    
 

 , has to be equal to the sales to industries ( ), ∑    
   

 , and to final demand 

sectors ( ), ∑    
   

 , in the own and in other states, as well as in the rest of the world,   
 ,:  

∑    
 

  ∑    
   

  ∑    
   

    
 ,         (4.2)  

The German MRSUT distinguishes        federal states, in which      industries and      

final demand sectors are located. The latter includes a heterogeneous households sector distinguishing 

ten income-brackets (deciles) by state. On the product-dimension, there are      products, while for 

value added     categories are distinguished.  

 

file:///H:/Dissertation/2%20-%20CONSTRUCTION/Die%20Erstellung%20der%20deutschen%20MRIO-Tabelle.docx%23_ENREF_51
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Table 4.1 Structure of a ‗use-regionalized‘ multiregional supply-use table 

Source: Oosterhaven (1984), Jackson and Schwarm (2011) 

Construction strategy 

As Multiregional Input-Output or Supply-Use tables deliver a detailed picture of the whole economy, 

specific data from many different statistics may contain information relevant to the construction. The 

manual integration of such data requires serious amounts of time and labour, because issues of 

differences in the level of aggregation, classification mismatches, accounting imbalances and possibly 

conflicting information needs to be resolved. In addition, the estimation problem is typically 

underdetermined, as there are less data points available than unknowns to be estimated. In our case, we 

have in total           unknown elements of the MRSUT to be estimated, but only         

    data points are available.  

AISHA has been developed to solve these issues simultaneously in a highly automated manner and 

has, inter alia, been used for the construction of EORA (Lenzen et al., 2013) and of a time-series of 

subnational MRIOs for China (Wang et al., 2015). Its core constitutes the ―Konfliktfrei‖ (K) RAS 

file:///H:/Dissertation/2%20-%20CONSTRUCTION/Die%20Erstellung%20der%20deutschen%20MRIO-Tabelle.docx%23_ENREF_51
file:///H:/Dissertation/2%20-%20CONSTRUCTION/Die%20Erstellung%20der%20deutschen%20MRIO-Tabelle.docx%23_ENREF_23
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algorithm (Lenzen et al., 2009), which is capable to reconcile MRIOs under conflicting information. 

Information conflicts are resolved by the algorithm on the basis of the relative reliability of data 

points.  

The estimation of the MRSUT for Germany‘s federal states is stated as a problem of constraint 

optimization, where the cross-entropy between the prior (initial estimate),   , and the final MRSUT, 

 , is minimized:   

    (        
   )           (4.3a) 

s.t.     ,           (4.3b) 

     ,           (4.3c) 

where    
denotes the relative standard error of prior MRIO elements and    denotes the relative 

standard error of data points. As in Chapter 3, the     concordance matrix   (Geschke et al. 2011; 

Lenzen et al. 2013) is used to relate the   datapoints,  , to the   unknowns. The issues of different 

levels of aggregation and classification mismatches can be resolved through an appropriate 

specification of  . 

In addition, bounds on elements can be specified, in order to narrow the range of plausible values. For 

the majority of elements, the lower bound is     and the upper bound is    , whereas for rows 

and columns representing net values, such as net taxes on products and production or changes in 

inventories, elements are allowed to take any value.   

In summary, the items required to estimate the German MRSUT by means of AISHA are, (1) an initial 

estimate of the MRSUT serving as the prior,    , (2) data,  , for improving the quality of the final 

MRSUT, as well as (3) uncertainty information in terms of relative standard errors of the prior table, 

   
, and of data points,   . The compilation and processing of these items are described in the 

following Sections 4.3 to 4.5.    

4.3  The construction of the prior MRSUT 

Starting point is the national Supply-Use table for 2007 taken from WIOD (Dietzenbacher et al., 

2013). The WIOD table is preferred over the official German SUT because of the availability of use 

tables at basic prices, whereas the official German SUT is only available at purchaser prices. 

Furthermore, it makes a possible integration of the German MRSUT into WIOD‘s global MRIO, as 

well as its extensions with socio-economic, energy or environmental data much easier, since 

harmonized national data is available, which is not the case for the official German SUT.  

Compared to the resolution of the WIOD national SUTs, the German MRSUT features a larger 

number of industries (41 vs. 35), products (63 vs. 59), value added categories (5 versus 3) and final 

demand sectors (14 vs. 10). In order to provide better capabilities for energy applications, in particular, 

file:///H:/Dissertation/2%20-%20CONSTRUCTION/Die%20Erstellung%20der%20deutschen%20MRIO-Tabelle.docx%23_ENREF_13
file:///H:/Dissertation/2%20-%20CONSTRUCTION/Die%20Erstellung%20der%20deutschen%20MRIO-Tabelle.docx%23_ENREF_37
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WIOD‘s energy intensive industries and their respective primary products are broken down further. 

These industries are paper and printing, chemical and pharmaceutical products, glass and other mineral 

products, basic ferrous and non-ferrous metals, and foundry work services. On the product dimension 

a distinction is made between chemical and pharmaceutical products as well as between basic ferrous 

and non-ferrous metals and foundry work services. In addition, value added other than labour 

compensation is broken down into net taxes on production, depreciation and net operating surplus.  

For the disaggregation of these industries and products the official German Supply-Use tables are 

used, as these are available at the required resolution, such that the more aggregated rows and columns 

in the supply and use tables from WIOD can be broken down using the more disaggregated rows and 

columns from the official tables. The resulting estimates are then used as priors, which are adjusted to 

the aggregate rows and columns in the WIOD supply and use tables via RAS. The disaggregation of 

households into ten income brackets (deciles), by contrast, is based on microdata from the Income and 

Expenditure Survey and is described in the following subsection. The disaggregation of value-added 

categories is also described there.  

The construction procedure of the prior MRSUT from the disaggregated national SUT from WIOD is 

summarized in Figure 4.1. The national total flow use table depicts intermediate and final demand,   

and  , irrespective of the regional origin of purchases and, thus, includes imports (as opposed to 

intraregional flow tables, which depict intermediate and final use of products from domestic 

production). Here,  denotes summation over the respective regions of supply (German states   

      and the rest of the world, RoW) or regions of demand (German states        , with 

      ). Besides being indirectly embodied in the use-table, imports by product are additionally 

reported in a row vector below the supply-table. For this reason, the balance of the product dimension 

requires that total supply equals total use of products,    ∑    


        ∑    


  ∑    


    .  

In the first three steps, the national SUT is broken down into 16 single regional SUTs that depict the 

supplies of products by regional industries, as well as intermediate and final demands irrespective of 

the regional origin of the products. In the fourth step, estimates of regional foreign imports and exports 

and of total interregional imports and exports are added to the single regional tables. In the following 

we call them the intermediate total flow SUTs.  

In Step 1, for industry   in region   gross output,   
    , and value added by category  ,    

    , 

are estimated primarily based on information from regional accounts.  

In Step 2, the national supply table,  , and the intermediate use table are broken down into the 

corresponding regional tables assuming that product composition in industry output, as well as the 

shares of  intermediate demand of products in total input (i.e., the technology) are equal to national 

average. The resulting tables depict output of product   by industry,    
    , on the supply side, and 

intermediate use of commodity  ,    
    , on the demand-side.  
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  Figure 4.1 Overview of the steps of constructing the prior MRSUT 

 Source: Own elaboration. 
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In Step 3, regional final demand for products by final demand category  ,    
    , is estimated. For 

the application to the distributive effects of the German energy policy described in Chapter 6. The 

consumption of private households is additionally broken down by income-bracket (deciles). The 

estimation is based on microdata from the German income and expenditure survey (EVS, for 

Einkommens- und Verbrauchsstichprobe). Final demand of the other categories is estimated by 

assuming that their product composition is equal to the national average.  

In Step 4, total foreign and interregional imports and exports are estimated. Foreign imports,   
    , 

and exports,   
    , by product and region can be derived from the corresponding national values 

assuming proportionality of imports and exports to total regional demand,   
    

 , and supply,   
 , 

respectively. Afterwards, total interregional imports,   
 , and exports,   

 , are estimated using 

CHARM (as discussed in Section 2.4). After this step, the intermediate total flow SUTs are completed 

and can be transformed into the prior ―use-regionalized‖ MRSUT in the final step.  

In Step 5, total interregional imports,   
 , are disaggregated with respect to the regional origin of 

products, such that for each state we have information about interregional imports by region of origin, 

total foreign imports and total intraregional demand (computed by subtracting total foreign and total 

interregional imports from total regional demand). Some services are disaggregated by means of proxy 

interregional flow data, e.g., commuting data is used for the disaggregation of retail trade and 

gastronomy services. For commodities and those services for which no reasonable proxy flows are 

available, the simple approach described in Chapter 2.4 is used instead. Here, it is assumed that 

interregional imports of a product from another region are proportional to that region‘s interregional 

export-share in nationwide interregional exports (excluding the exports of the importing region).  

In Step 6, the regional total flow intermediate and final use tables are disaggregated by the regions of 

origin of the products from the own state,15 other states and foreign countries (    and        for 

intermediate, and     and        for final demand). This is done by constructing regional purchase 

coefficients (RPC) based on the estimates from Step 5. The RPCs indicate the shares to which regional 

total demand for products is satisfied from the own states, from other states and from the rest of the 

world. The RPCs are, then, applied along the rows of the intermediate total flow SUT, which yields the 

prior use-regionalized MRSUT.  

Next, we discuss the above steps in more detail.       
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4.3.1 Gross output and value added 

At first, regional gross output and value added by industry are estimated. The data sources used for 

this task are the gross output and value added vectors taken from the disaggregated national WIOD 

SUT for Germany in 2007 (41 NACE industries),    and   . Furthermore, employment data by 

region and industry at 3-diggit NACE level are used. In addition, regional data on gross output and 

value added were made available by the joint working group on regional accounts of the statistical 

offices of the federal states (VGR der Länder: www.vgrdl.de).  

However, the levels of aggregation made available vary from state to state: value added and labour 

compensation is available for at least 16 groups of industries for all states. Some delivered data at the 

required level of 41 industries, while the resolution of data delivered by others varies between 16 and 

41 industries. Gross output was made available for 16 groups of industries by 14 out of 16 states 

(Mecklenburg-Vorpommern and Thüringen refused to deliver data on gross output).  

The estimation is carried out in two steps: In Step 1, priors for gross output and value added are 

estimated for each of the 41 industries and the 16 states. Afterwards, in Step 2 these priors are adjusted 

to the available output and value added data.    

Step 1: For the generation of priors, it is assumed that regional output and value added by industry   

are proportional to the number of employees of that industry,      . Based on this proportionality 

assumption, output and value added of an industry at the national level are distributed to the 16 states 

according to their respective shares in national employment, (     
      

⁄ ), such that  

  
     

 (     
      

⁄ ),         (4.4) 

and 

  
  

   
 (     

      
⁄ ),         (4.5) 

where ‗ ‘ indicates that these values are priors.  

Step 2: In the second step, these priors,   
   and   

  
, are adjusted to the information about regional 

output and value added available in different levels of industry-resolution. Since known regional 

aggregates, as well as the totals of national output and value added have to be respected, the problem 

becomes problem of bi-proportional adjustment, which we address by means of RAS. After this step, 

gross output and value added by region   and industry   is available and will be split further into the 

supply,   , and intermediate use,   , of products as well as five different components of value added, 

  . 

http://www.vgrdl.de/
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4.3.2 Supply and use of products by industries 

In this subsection, it is described how regional product composition of supply and intermediate 

demand and the composition of value added are estimated.  

Supply: The national supply table,  , is regionalized by assuming that industries at the regional level 

produce the same product mix as the national average:  

   
     

 (  
   

⁄ ).          (4.6) 

Intermediate use: The estimation of intermediate demand of regional industries is based on the gross 

output and the value added estimates from the previous subsection. The difference between gross 

output and value added is equal to total intermediate consumption at purchaser prices,          
    

  

  
 .  Since our target MRSUT will be valued at basic prices, it is necessary to deduce net taxes on 

products, first. This is done by assuming that total net taxes on products of an industry are proportional 

to total intermediate consumption at purchaser prices, such that     
      

(       
        

⁄ ). The 

difference between intermediate consumption at purchaser prices and net taxes on products, then, 

delivers total intermediate consumption at basic prices by industry:        
         

      
 .  

For the disaggregation of these intermediate demand totals (at basic prices) into the different products 

purchased by regional industries, it is assumed that the same inputs are consumed in the same 

proportions as the national average of that industry, such that   

   
     

 (         
          

⁄ ).         (4.7) 

The use of ratios of total regional to total national intermediate consumption by industry is preferred 

over the use of the respective ratios of output or value-added, as they better reflect regional differences 

in productivity. In the literature this is known fabrication effect (Round, 1978). 

Value added: Total value added by industry and region is broken down into four components: labour 

compensation, taxes on production less subsidies, depreciation and net operating surplus. Data on 

regional labour compensation was made available at the same industry-resolution as value added data 

by VGR der Länder. For this reason, the same step-wise approach as for the estimation of total value 

added is employed. In Step 1 priors are estimated assuming that the share of labour compensation in 

value added is equal to that observed in the national SUT, 

   
  

   
 (   

   
⁄ ).              (4.8) 

In Step 2, these priors are made consistent with labour compensation by industry at the national level 

and the regional data delivered by VGR der Länder.  

Finally, in Step 3, remaining value added (excluding labour compensation),   
     

 , is split into 

taxes on production less subsidies, depreciation and net operating surplus. Since WIOD use tables only 
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report labour compensation and other value added, we use data from the official national use table. 

Again, we assume that the shares of the respective components in total other value added (excl. labor 

compensation) of regional industries are equal to the national average of that industry. 

   
     

  (  
     

 ) (  
     

 )⁄                (4.9) 

4.3.3 Regional final demand 

In the following, the estimation of final consumption expenditures of households by income bracket is 

described (        ). Afterwards, we deal with the remaining categories of domestic final demand, 

which includes final consumption of non-profit organizations serving households (NPISH,     ), 

consumption expenditures of the government(s) (    ), gross capital formation (    ) and 

changes in inventories (    ). 

Private Consumption of Households 

Private consumption expenditures for products by region and income-bracket are estimated combining 

data from the national use table, i.e., private consumption of product  , ∑    
   

   , regional total private 

consumption expenditures at purchaser prices, ∑        
   

   , and the income and expenditure survey 

(EVS for Einkommens- und Verbrauchsstichprobe) from 2008. The EVS is conducted every five years 

by the federal statistical office and is based on a sample of approx. 60,000 households. Besides gross 

incomes from various sources and deductions from income, participants report consumption 

expenditures made for 133 types of intended uses (COICOP categories) at purchaser prices within a 

quarter. The estimation procedure consists of four steps:  

Step 1: Each participant in the survey is assigned a weight that indicates the number of households in 

the population for which the participant is representative in terms of demographic characteristics. The 

consumption expenditures of each participant are multiplied with its respective weight and, afterwards, 

aggregated with respect to their region of residence and belonging to one of the ten income-brackets 

(deciles of monthly net income).  

Step 2: Participants report their expenditures for categories of intended use (COICOP), but for the 

MRSUT we require expenditures by product category (CPA). For this reason, it is necessary to 

reclassify the estimates from Step 1. This is done by means of a consumption interdependence table, 

which was published for 2006 by the federal statistical office (Kronenberg and Többen, 2011). The 

transformation delivers preliminary estimates of consumption expenditures by product, state and 

income-bracket at purchaser prices,        
  

. 

Step 3: In this step, the preliminary estimates from Step 2 are made consistent with total private 

consumption expenditures by state taken from regional accounts (i.e., the column totals) and with 

national private consumption expenditures by product at purchaser prices taken from the national use 
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table (i.e., the row totals). The adjustment is made via RAS using sums       
  

 as priors, since 

regional totals by income-brackets are not available. Afterwards, the resulting regional expenditures 

by product,       
 , are broken down to income-brackets, again, through multiplication with the 

respective shares of income-brackets in total regional consumption expenditures for a product (i.e., 

       
  

      
  

⁄ ).     

Step 4: Finally, the expenditures from the previous step,        
 , need to be transformed from 

purchaser prices to basic prices, for which the national margin tables from WIOD are used. These 

report net taxes and trade margins embodied in the purchaser prices of national private consumption 

by product.  At first, net taxes on products are deduced assuming that the share of net taxes in the 

purchaser price of product   is the same on the regional and the national level. Thereafter, trade 

margins are deduced by assuming that the shares of wholesale and retail trade margin in the purchaser 

price of product   in the region is equal to that of the nation. Finally, trade margins deduced from the 

purchaser prices are attributed to the private consumption of the respective trade services at basic 

prices. 

Remaining final demand:   

For consumption expenditures of the government(s) and for gross capital formation, regional totals at 

purchaser prices,         
  and         

 , are available from regional accounts. The respective national 

totals are available from the national use table.  

The required regional expenditures by product are estimated by assuming that the share of 

expenditures for a certain product   in the corresponding regional total is equal to that observed at the 

national level: 

   
         

 (   
        

⁄ )    *     +  .       (4.10) 

For consumption expenditures of NPISH, regional shares in national population are used to scale 

down national expenditures by product, as direct information about regional totals is unavailable.  

Changes in inventories by state and product are estimated by assuming that the respective national 

values are proportional to total regional output by products.     

4.3.4 Total interregional and foreign imports and exports 

Foreign imports and exports  

The prior vectors of regional imports and exports from/to foreign countries are generated using the 

approach described more detailed in Chapter 2. It is assumed that the shares of regional imports and 

exports by product in the respective national values are proportional to the regional shares in national 

total intermediate and final demand, and total output:  
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            (4.11) 

  
    

   
    

 

  
    

 .          (4.12) 

In the case study on Baden-Württemberg in Chapter 2, the impact of this assumption on interregional 

trade estimates generated by CHARM is assessed. It is found that this assumption causes only small 

differences in results compared to the use of official regional foreign import and export figures.
7
  

Total interregional imports and exports 

In order to complete our intermediate total flow table, estimates of the total interregional imports and 

exports by product  ,   
  and   

 , are required. The estimation is carried out by means of the modified 

CHARM procedure described in Chapter 2. However, since the description in Chapter 2 refers to 

symmetric I-O tables, we briefly describe how this method works for SUTs, here. Thus, for a detailed 

discussion of the reasoning behind the formulas, we refer to Chapter 2.  

The maximum potential for cross-hauling in trade between a region at hand and the rest of the country 

is computed as (compare to Equation 2.12): 

   [  
  ⁄ ]     (  

    
    

    
    

    
      

      
      

      
   ),  (4.13) 

where     stands for rest of the country and denotes the sum over all other states despite the state at 

hand,   or  . The respective values for the rest of the country are computed as the difference between 

the national values and those of the state under consideration. Thereafter, regional cross-hauling,   
 , 

is estimated by applying Equation 2.14 

  
     

    (  
    

    
    

    
    

      
      

      
      

   ),    (4.14) 

where the parameter   
  denotes the shares of actual cross-hauling in the maximum potential cross-

hauling of a region. It is estimated from national foreign trade data through 

  
    

    
      (  

     
    

)⁄ .  

From regional cross-hauling,   
 , and the trade balance   

    
    

    
    

    
  (including 

international imports and exports), total imports and exports from/to the rest of the country can be 

computed by 

  
   

  
  |  

 |   
 

 
                    (4.15a) 

                                                           
7 Re-exports are included in the export and import vectors of the German Supply-Use tables and have to be subtracted. Since 

the German WIOD SUT does not report re-exports separately, shares of re-exports in total imports and exports by product of 

the official German SUT are used for this task (see Chapter 2 for further discussion of the problem with re-exports).    
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  |  

 |   
 

 
.                    (4.15b) 

Total regional imports and exports from (4.15a) and (4.15b) complete the intermediate total flow 

table. 

4.3.5 Disaggregation of total interregional imports 

The disaggregation of total regional imports from the rest of the country by the regions of origin is 

carried out differently for commodities and services. In the final MRSUT, interregional trade of 

commodities is subject to constraints derived from freight transportation data (see Subsection 4.4.2 

and Section 4.6). In this way, the effect of distance as a trade barrier is taken into account. For the 

prior MRSUT, interregional trade flows of commodities from state   to state   are estimated by means 

of Equation 2.16.
8
  

For interregional trade in services, by contrast, the spatial structure is estimated on the basis of 

different kinds of proxy interregional flows, in cases where close a correlation between the spatial 

structure of proxy flows and of actual trade flows appears reasonable. In these cases, it is assumed that 

the shares of imports from a specific state in total imports are the same as the share of inflows from a 

specific state in total inflows as reported in the proxy data. For services, where no proxies are 

available, Equation 2.16 is used instead. For the spatial allocation of purchases in retail trade and 

gastronomy services commuting data is used, assuming that the spatial pattern of people undertaking 

shopping trips is close to that of commuter flows. The spatial structure of wholesale trade services is 

based on an origin-destination matrix depicting total amount tons transported between the states, 

whereas the spatial structure of trade in transportation services is based on the respective table 

measured in ton-kilometers.  

Since the estimates of interregional trade flows are derived by splitting up total regional imports from 

the rest of Germany, the sum of exports of the region to the rest of the country does not coincide with 

those values estimated in previous section,   
 . Consistency with total supply of products to German 

costumers (i.e., the row totals) and total demand of German products (i.e., the column totals) is 

reached through the use of RAS. 

4.3.6 Transformation into the ‘use-regionalized’ format 

In the final step of the construction procedure of the prior MRSUT, total purchases of products by 

regional industries    
  and final demand sectors    

  are split up according to their geographical origin 

into    
   and    

     , as well as into    
   and    

     . For this task, regional purchase coefficients (RPC) 

                                                           

8 Assuming that the effect of trading distance can be ignored, initial interregional trade flows from region r to region s can be 

estimated as   
     

       
     

∑   
        

     
 

.     
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are computed. As we decided to exclude re-exports from the MRSUT, the RPC-variants without re-

exports proposed by Lahr (2001) are used. These are  

    
   

.  
    

 /

.  
    

    
    

    
 /

,                   (4.16a) 

for purchases from the own state,  

    
   

  
  

.  
    

    
    

    
 /

                   (4.16b) 

for purchases from other German states and 

    
      

  
 

.  
    

    
    

    
 /

,                   (4.16c) 

for purchases from the rest of the world.  

The RPCs are used to split the intermediate and final purchases by product and regional industry or 

final demand category (excluding international exports) along the rows. This implies that all users of a 

certain product in state   share the same average import propensity. The consequences of this 

assumption on the reliability of results have been evaluated by Oosterhaven et al. (2008), concluding 

that the impact is rather small. This step completes the construction of the prior MRSUT.  

4.4  Data and constraints 

Next, we describe how the data are pre-processed to facilitate their integration into the final MRSUT 

table by means of right-hand side values,  , of the constraints.  

There are three types of constraint used for the construction of the MRSUT: Firstly, the accounting 

balances of Equation 4.1 and 4.2, secondly, data to which the final table should adhere in value terms 

and, thirdly, data to which the final table should adhere in terms of ratios. The second type of 

constraint is used for the national SUT from WIOD, as well as for data from regional and national 

accounts. In this case, value-constraints are chosen, because data refer directly to the respective 

element in the MRSUT. By contrast, ratio constraints are used for microdata from surveys on 

manufacturers and households (see Table 4.2) as well as for interregional trade derived from 

transportation data, as these data do not refer directly to the MRSUT elements, but require several 

steps of data processing.  

The processing steps for survey data on households have been outlined in the previous section. The 

following two subsections, therefore, describe the processing-steps involved in deriving constraints 

from survey data on manufacturers and from freight transportation data.   
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Table 4.2 Summary of constraints and data sources 

Constraint  Data source/ 

Derived from 

Data processing Constraint 

type 

National supply-use 

table 

WIOD none value  

Regional value-added VGR der Länder none value 

Regional labor 

compensation  

VGR der Länder none value 

Regional output VGR der Länder none value 

Regional final demand 

totals 

   

Regional foreign trade Federal Statistical 

Office 

none  value 

Regional private 

consumption structure 

EVS Aggregation and revaluation from 

purchaser into basic prices. 

ratio 

Regional cost structure Industrial cost-

structure survey and 

annual report survey 

Regional allocation for multiregional 

enterprises. Aggregation and 

revaluation from purchaser into basic 

prices.  

ratio 

Regional turnover 

structure 

ratio 

Interregional trade Transportation data 

(measured in tons) 

Estimation of suppressed flows, 

transformation into monetary values 

ratio 

Source: Own elaboration. 

4.4.1 Survey data on industries 

For mining and manufacturing, two sets of survey data are used, namely the cost structure survey on 

enterprises and annual reports on establishments.  

In the costs-structure survey four types of value-added (wages, depreciation, net operating surplus and 

net taxes on production), intermediate consumption expenditures for five categories (material inputs, 

energy, renting of buildings and equipment, insurance services and other services) and three types of 

product output (commodities, trade services and other services) are distinguished.
 9
  

The major challenge when using these data for the MRSUT is that many enterprises consist of several 

establishments that are located in different regions, i.e., multiregional enterprises. Simple aggregation 

of data for industries and regions would, therefore, deliver biased results. Thus, the regional allocation 

of cost is achieved with help of annual reports, as both data sets can be linked via the enterprise IDs. 

For enterprises, all categories of value added, intermediate demand and output are allocated to 

establishments on the basis of an establishment‘s share in the turnover of the enterprise it belongs to. 

Afterwards, these estimates for establishments are aggregated with respect to the regional location and 

the belonging to the industry-category of its enterprise.   

                                                           
9
 Note, that for the computation of output, commodities purchased for re-sale need to be subtracted from 

turnover generated by trade activities, as output of trade services only consists of the trade margin (Reich et al., 

1995). 
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Similar to the purchases reported by households in the EVS, enterprises report their intermediate 

demands at purchaser prices, which makes a conversion into basic prices necessary. This is done 

analogously to the conversion of final consumption of households: We assume that industry-specific 

rates of net taxes and trade margins as reported in the WIOD valuation matrices also apply to 

respective industries at the regional level. The sums of net taxes deduced from the intermediate 

demands of industries are then used as constraints on net taxes on products, whereas the sums trade 

margins are used as a constraint on the intermediate consumption of these trade services.  

Finally, the resulting cost- and output structures are used for ratio constraints, as the surveys exclude 

enterprises with less than 20 employees, such that absolute values from regional accounts cannot be 

met. By doing so, we assume that small business firms have the same average cost- and output 

structure as the regional industry they belong to.   

4.4.2 Freight transportation data 

Constraints on interregional trade of commodities are estimated on the basis of Origin-Destination 

(OD) tables depicting the amount of tons shipped from one state to another. In addition, we use data 

about the total inflows and outflows of each state measured in tons and ton-kilometers.  

For road transportation, OD tables are available for nine commodity categories. The OD tables contain 

many suppressed entries, because of low confidence or confidentiality. However, this primarily 

concerns smaller flows, whereas shipments within and between the larger states are reported in most 

cases. Information on total inflows and outflows of the states are available for 20 different commodity 

categories. For inland navigation and rail transport complete OD tables are available for 58 categories.  

As opposed to the CPA classification used for products in the MRSUT, commodity categories 

distinguished in transportation statistics are classified according to NSTR. Both classifications contain 

several mismatches, such that interregional trade constraints can only be estimated for 15 aggregate 

commodity groups without conflicts. Data about road transport for 2007 are provided by the Federal 

Office for Motor Transport (KBA), while railroad and inland navigation data are provided by the 

Federal Statistical Office.     

For deriving interregional trade flows measured in monetary units from transportation data, a step-

wise approach used. In Step 1, the seven out of the nine OD tables for road transportation are 

completed, while the two remaining are additionally disaggregated, such that in complete OD tables 

for 15 types of commodities (consistent with CPA) result. For both task a modified version of 

Wilson‘s (1970) entropy maximizing model is used (see, Chapter 3 for a detailed discussion of 

maximum entropy models). Afterwards, shipments via railroad and inland navigation are added, since 

these are complete and available at the required level of commodity detail.  In Step 2, the estimates 

from Step 1 measured in tons are transformed into monetary units. From these, import coefficients are 
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computed. These are used as right-hand side values for the construction of the final MRSUT with 

AISHA in the form of ratio constraints.   

Step 1: The estimation of transport flows measured in tons 

For seven out of nine OD tables (agricultural products, food, metal wastes, mining and quarrying 

products (excl. fuels), chemical products, solid fuels, and basic metals), missing flows are estimated 

using the estimation model 3.3 from Chapter 3, extended by additional row and column totals 

measured in ton-kilometres as a proxy for transportation costs.
10

  

Two out of the nine OD tables are additionally disaggregated, since complete row and column totals 

are available at higher commodity resolution. The OD table for manufactured products is split into six 

commodity groups, namely machinery, fabricated metals, transport equipment, textile products, glass 

and ceramic products and other manufactured products. For liquid and gaseous fuels, the OD table is 

split into two types of commodities, namely crude oil and natural gas and refined petroleum.   

For manufactured products and liquid and gaseous fuels the entropy model is extended, in order to 

allow for a simultaneous disaggregation. In addition to the aggregated flows between   and  ,      , 

the respective fractions of subgroups of commodities in the aggregate,   
  , are estimated, where   

denotes such subgroups. The estimation problem may then be stated as: 

      ∑ ∑ ∑   
         (  

       )                    (4.17a) 

s.t. 

∑   
        

    
                     (4.17b) 

∑   
        

    
                     (4.17c) 

∑   
                    

                     (4.17d) 

∑   
                    

                             (4.17e) 

∑   
  

                        (4.17f) 

where   
  and   

  denote total inflows and outflows of subgroup   measured in tons and    
  and    

  

are the corresponding totals measured in ton-kilometres.  

Step 2: Transformation into monetary values 

The second step of the estimation procedure for interregional trade in commodities consists of the 

transformation of shipments from tons to monetary values. According to Llano et al. (2010) value to 

ton ratios (i.e., average prices per ton) computed from regional export data (which is usually published 

measured in tons and currency) constitute a reasonable proxy for this transformation.  

                                                           
10

 Tons are transformed into ton-kilometres through multiplication with the average trading distances between   

and  ,         These are estimated as population-weighted averages of inter-county distances following the 

approach proposed by Nitsch (2000).   
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However, by doing so it is implicitly assumed that average prices per ton of commodities from a 

certain region are equal across the different regions of destination. This may constitute a strong 

assumption, especially if commodity groups are highly aggregated and, therefore, consist of large 

varieties of different commodities at different prices. For example, paperclips and pressure vessels of 

nuclear power plants belong to the same 2-diggit CPA category ‗fabricated metals‘.  

Furthermore, in foreign trade statistics, flows over long distances are observed to have higher average 

prices per ton compared to flows over short distances (Baldwin and Harrigan, 2011). Baldwin and 

Harrigan (2011) argue that expensive high quality products are more competitive on distant markets 

and are, therefore, more likely to overcome distance-related trade barriers. Johnson (2012) interprets 

this outcome as Alchian-Allen Effect: In the case of two substitute goods (high and low quality), fixed 

transportation costs per ton decrease the relative prices of high quality compared to low quality 

products making them more competitive on distant markets.   

In order to avoid possibly overly strict assumptions about average prices, we estimate the relationship 

between the monetary values of shipments, their physical weight and the trading distance by means of 

a regression model. The model is applied to data on international exports of Germany‘s federal states 

to 41 European countries for the 15 commodity groups, for which interregional flows measured in tons 

have been estimated in Step 1. Thus for each commodity group, the sample consists of 656 export 

flows measured in tons and currency. Distances between German states and European countries are 

taken from Google maps, where distances are computed as distances between the geographical centres 

of exporting federal state,  , and the importing European country,  . For the relationship between 

monetary values, physical weight and distance, we assume the following functional form: 

        
  

           
  

                    (4.18) 

where    is an independent and identically distributed error term,   is an intercept,    captures the 

impact of the weight,     
  

, and    captures the impact of distance,       , on the corresponding 

monetary value,       
  

, of an export flow. The equation was estimated in a stepwise manner, testing 

all possible combinations of coefficients included and selecting those specifications with the highest 

explanatory power in term of R².  

The results of the most successful specifications for each type of product are shown in Table 4.3. It 

can be observed that    and    are significant at the 1% level across all commodity groups. The only 

exception is the effect of distance on the monetary value of exports of secondary raw materials. The 

intercept,  , by contrast, is only significant for five product groups (machines and transport 

equipment). The outcome for    shows that       . This means that large ton flows are 

associated with lower prices per ton, which can be explained with differences in the composition of 

aggregate commodity groups. Within an aggregated commodity group, exports with relatively low 
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average prices per ton are tend to consist to a larger extend of relatively cheap intermediate products, 

which are, however, sold in large quantities. 

Table 4.3 Estimated relationships between value, weight and distance of Germany‘s exports  

 Coefficients p-value   

Product                 Adj. R² VIF 

Agriculture/forestry - 0.7597 0.2475 - 0.0000 0.0000 0.8513 1.1077 

Coal - 0.7632 - - 0.0000 - 0.9583 1.1826 

Crude oil and gas - 0.8948 - - 0.0000 - 0.9941 1.0308 

Second. material 2.1383 0.8343 -0.2963 0.0877 0.0000 0.0991 0.8259 1.0009 

Other mining pr. - 0.7203 0.0358 - 0.0000 0.0026 0.8991 1.1472 

Food/tobacco - 0.8593 0.6326 - 0.0000 0.0000 0.2982 1.0855 

Textile products 0.9560 0.8947 0.2479 0.0927 0.0000 0.0012 0.8858 1.0947 

Refined petroleum - 0.8413 0.1837 - 0.0000 0.0000 0.9731 1.1167 

Chemical products - 0.8838 0.2856 - 0.0000 0.0000 0.9080 1.0916 

Glass and ceramic - 0.7600 0.2635 - 0.0000 0.0000 0.8912 1.1753 

Basic Metals - 0.8477 0.2912 - 0.0000 0.0000 0.9265 1.1111 

Fabricated Metals 1.2004 0.9031 0.1629 0.0058 0.0000 0.0045 0.9397 1.1298 

Machinery 2.6309 0.9133 0.1050 0.0000 0.0000 0.0426 0.9388 1.0777 

Transport Eqipment 1.5019 0.9975 0.0999 0.0006 0.0000 0.0809 0.9375 1.0794 

Other Manufact. - 0.8942 0.2213 - 0.0000 0.0000 0.9373 1.1342 

Source: Own calculations. 

In terms of the effect of distance on the monetary value of exports, all coefficients (with an exception 

for secondary raw materials) are       , indicating that prices per ton of shipments over longer 

distances tend to be higher than those over shorter distances. This result is in line with results from 

international trade literature and the interpretation that prices per ton of exports are subject to an 

Alchian-Allen Effect given Johnson (2012). Only in the cases of crude oil/natural gas and coal, 

distance has no significant effect on prices per ton.   

As distance between two trading partners is likely to have explanatory power for the amount of tons 

shipped between them, variance inflation factors (VIF) are estimated, in order to test for 

multicollinearity. VIFs are computed as:  

     
 

(   ̂ 
 )

             (4.19) 

In Equation 4.19,  ̂ 
  results from an auxiliary regression of distance on the weight of exports: 

      
  

                . The VIFs reported in Table 4.3 are far away from critical values 

indicating serious problems with multicollinearity (see O‘Brien, 2008). Surprisingly, distance is found 

to have only little explanatory power for the physical weight of exports. This outcome suggests that a 
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large share of deviations in monetary trade flows is caused by the effect of distance on prices per ton 

rather than on the physical weight.  

The monetary values of the shipments from one federal state to another required for the MRSUT are 

derived by applying the respective regression equations estimated from regional foreign export data to 

the ton-flows and interregional trading distances from Step 1. The resulting estimates of monetary 

trade flows are, afterwards, adjusted to the monetary row and column totals from the prior MRSUT by 

means of RAS.    

4.5  Data uncertainty 

In order to resolve conflicts between data points forming the right-hand side of constraints, 

information about their uncertainty is required. KRAS is designed to find a compromise solution 

between to data points in conflict on the basis of their relative uncertainty.  

For estimating uncertainties of the data used in the construction of the German MRSUT, we adopt the 

methodology used in Wiedmann et al. (2008). They argue that the size of an error,   , relative to the 

size of the respective data point,       ⁄ , decreases with increasing order of magnitude of that data 

point. The reasoning behind that argument is that data points results from accumulating many small 

observations, whereby larger data points tend to result from more observations than smaller ones. For 

this reason, measurement errors embodied in single observations are more likely to cancel each other 

out for larger data points, which make them more reliable.  

Based on this reasoning, it is assumed that the relative standard error of a data point is a function of 

the order of magnitude of its size, Wiedmann et al. (2008) assume a log-linear relationship: 

     (    )       | |   ,        (4.20) 

where   and   are coefficients to be estimated using ordinary least squares and   is an error term. As 

opposed to Wiedmann et al. (2008), who had access to relative standard errors of the data they used, 

no published information is available in our case. For this reason, we use the differences between 

values of the same element from different data sources as proxies for   . 

For the uncertainty inherent in the national supply-use tables, the differences between the values of the 

same element from WIOD‘s SUT and the official SUT are used. Since there is no benchmark for 

regional accounts available, coefficients estimated by (4.20) are applied to these constraints as well 

assuming that relative standard errors in national and regional accounts are of the same order of 

magnitude. In the case of regional foreign trade data, the amount of imports and exports by product 

that could not be attributed to one of 16 States. For the surveys on manufacturers and households, data 

points are aggregated to national values and compared with the corresponding values from the official 

SUT.  
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The weighted averages of the estimated relative standard errors assigned to the different types of 

constraints are reported in Table 4.4. It can be observed that the constraints from national and regional 

accounts are by far the most reliable constraints, followed by those derived from survey data with a 

big gap. Regional imports and exports are the least reliable compared to those other constraints for 

which relative standard errors could be estimated. The main reason for this outcome is that large 

shares of national exports and in particular imports could not be attributed to a specific German states 

of origin or destination, respectively. 

Table 4.4 Weighted averages of the relative standard errors assigned to the constraints  

Constraint  Data source Relative standard error (%) 

National supply-use table WIOD 0.17% 

Regional Accounts VGR der Länder 0.49% 

Regional foreign trade Federal Statistical Office 43.67% 

Regional private consumption Household survey 29.83% 

Regional cost and turnover Manufacturer surveys 27.79% 

Source: Own calculations. 

Since for interregional trade none of such benchmarks exist, a uniform distribution between manually 

set error bounds is used. These bounds are set, such that their uncertainty clearly exceeds those of 

other constraints. Similarly, for the relative standard deviations of the prior table, AISHA‘s default 

setting is used, in which relative standard errors of the prior elements are uniformly distributed. The 

elements of the final MRSUT are allowed to become up to one thousand times smaller or larger than 

the prior. In this way, a subjective ranking of the reliability of information on interregional trade and 

the elements in the prior table relative to each other and relative to the constraints based on direct 

information is established.  

4.6  Re-estimating interregional trade flows 

This section presents a re-estimation of interregional trade flows from transportation data using an 

improved methodology compared to the step-wise procedure in Subsection 4.4.2. The objective of the 

model presented here, is to address challenges that typically arise when physical and monetary data are 

to be combined more efficiently. These are, (1.) the transformation of tons into currency, (2.) the 

estimation of undisclosed values, (3.) dealing with mismatching classifications and different levels of 

aggregation.  

In Subsection 4.4.2, undisclosed values in transportation statistics are, first, estimated by means of a 

maximum entropy model and, afterwards, transformed into currency assuming that for a certain trade 

flow, the relationship between its value, its weight and the distance over which it is transported is the 

same as estimated from international export data. The resulting trade flows in currency for 15 
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aggregated product groups are then implemented as ratio constraints on the spatial distribution of the 

35 commodity groups distinguished in the MRSUT.  

The model presented here has the character of a prototype version of the maximum entropy model 

developed in Chapter 3. The difference between both models is how the connections between physical 

and monetary flows via prices are modelled. In the model from Chapter 3, average price per ton are 

estimated explicitly by means of an entropy measure for the uncertainty of prices (Equation 3.17b).  

Opposed to that, in the prototype version, differences in the unknown average prices per ton of flows 

from   to   at the more aggregate level (i.e., the level of aggregation used in the MRSUT) result 

implicitly from differences in their composition with more detailed commodity groups, at different 

(fixed) prices per ton.  

Starting point for the development of the model is the estimation problem 4.17a to 4.17f, where 

transportation data at different levels of aggregation are combined. The main idea for the further 

development is to estimate the aggregate flows from one region to another,      , as well as their 

composition with distinct commodity groups        . Thereby,   is an root classification, that 

allows for a one-on-one mapping on the classifications used for transportation statistics,        , 

and the MRSUT,        . If information about the average price per ton for each disaggregated 

commodity group  ,   , is additionally available, unknown flows of   between   and  ,     
  , can be 

estimated such that joint physical and monetary constraints are satisfied simultaneously.   

The problem of estimating interregional trade flows for 35 CPA commodity groups from freight 

transportation data is split 11 separate models, due to limited computational resources. The separation 

is done in such a way that no mismatches between the commodity classifications used for 

transportation (NSTR) and economic data (CPA) occur. These specifications are summarized in Table 

4.5.
11

 

For the monetary dimension, row and column totals are computed from the MRSUT, while for the 

physical dimension, transportation data measured in tons and ton-kilometres, as well as average 

trading distances from Subsection 4.4.2 are used. However, instead of using the original origin-

destination matrix for manufactured products, we use the disaggregated matrices for 91 – Transport 

Equipment, 92t93 – Machinery, Agricultural machines, 94 – Fabricated Metals, 95 – Glass, 

Glassware, Ceramic Products, 96 – Textiles, Clothing, Leather and 97 – Other manufactured Articles 

resulting from model 4.17. The reason for this decision is to keep the computational requirements at a 

reasonable level, as a consistent treatment of mismatches would have led to a very large estimation 

model comprising Model 6, as well as the Models 8 to 11 from Table 4.4.  

                                                           
11

 Note that, as opposed to the previous estimation, the OD-matrices for solid-, as well as liquid- and gaseous 

fuels are lumped together, due to a mismatch between the monetary and physical product groups that have not 

been taken into account before.   
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For connecting physical with monetary flows, prices per ton,   
 , are computed from foreign exports 

statistics by state, which are available at 8-diggit level (about 9,400 commodity groups). These are 

aggregated to about 1,150 commodity groups (see the rightmost column of Table 4.5) as a 

compromise between a high level of detail and computational restrictions. Regional export statistics 

are preferred over the use of national ones, because additional information about price differences 

between the same types of commodities produced in different states is gained. Furthermore, if no 

exports of certain a commodity group are reported, then it can be seen as an indication that the 

respective commodity group is produced not at all in that state. It, therefore, adds additional 

information about the diversity of regional economies.  

Table 4.5 Model specifications for the estimation of German interregional trade flows 

Model NSTR ( ) CPA ( ) # Products ( ) 

1 0 – Agricultural Products, 
Wood  

1 – Product of Agriculture 
2 – Products of Forestry  

56 

2 1 – Foodstuffs and Animal 
Fodder 

5 – Fishing Products 
15 – Food and Beverages 
16 – Tobacco Products 

130 

3 2 – Solid Mineral Fuels 
3 – Liquid fuels and Petroleum 
Products 

10 – Coal and Lignite 
11 – Crude Oil, Natural Gas 
23 – Coke and Refined Petroleum 

15 

4 4 – Metal Wastes  37 – Secondary Raw Material 18 

5 5 – Basic Metals  27.1-27.3 – Basic Ferrous Metals 
27.4 – Basic Precious Metals 
27-5 – Foundry Work Services 

90 

6 6 – Minerals and Building 
Materials 
95 – Glass, Glassware, 
Ceramic Products  

14 – Mining and Quarrying Products 
26.1 – Glass Products 
26.2-26.8 – Ceramics, Building Materials   

100 

7 7 – Fertilizers  
8 – Chemicals  

24 ex 24.4 - Chemicals 
24.4 Pharmaceuticals  

166 

8 91 – Transport Equipment 
92t93 – Machinery, 
Agricultural machines  

29 – Machinery and Equipment 
30 – Office Machinery and Computers 
31 – Electrical Machinery 
32 – Radio, TV and Communication 
33 – Medical, Optical, Precision   
34 – Motor Vehicles 
35 – Other Transport Equipment 

211 

9 94 – Fabricated Metals 28 – Fabricated Metals  79 

10 96 – Textiles, Clothing, 
Leather 

17 - Textiles 
18 – Wearing Apparel, Furs 
19 – Leather  

184 

11 97 – Other manufactured 
Articles 

20 – Wood Products ex Furniture 
21 – Pulp and Paper 
22 – Printed Matter 
25 – Rubber and Plastic Products 
36 – Furniture, other Manufactured 
Goods 

100 

Source: Own elaboration. 
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For each of the 11 estimation problems summarized in Table 4.5, the following maximum entropy 

models is used for the simultaneous estimation of physical and monetary interregional flows: 

    (  
  )   ∑ ∑ ∑   

  
     

  
                    (4.21a) 

subject to physical row and column totals measured in tons  

  
  ∑ ∑       

  
  ,                     (4.21b) 

  
  ∑ ∑       

  
  ,                    (4.21c) 

subject to monetary row and column totals computed from the MRSUT 

  
    

  ∑ ∑       
    

  
                      (4.21d) 

  
    

    
  ∑ ∑       

    
  

  ,                   (4.21e) 

to trade-capacity constraints measured in ton-kilometres 

   
  ∑ ∑         

     
  

                      (4.21f) 

   
  ∑ ∑         

     
  

                      (4.21g) 

and subject to the known elements of the OD tables,  ̅  , 

 ̅   ∑ ∑ ∑   
  

                       (4.21h) 

  
    ,                     (4.21i) 

where     and     denote elements of the respective concordance matrices,     and    , for relating 

the commodity groups of the root classification   to the commodity groups distinguished in 

transportation data and in the MRSUT,   and   respectively. 

Finally, for integrating the re-estimated interregional trade flows into the MRSUT, AISHA could not 

be used, because of gap of time between the development of the MRSUT and that of estimation model 

4.21. For this reason, updated intra- and interregional regional purchase coefficients are computed 

from the outcomes of (4.21). These are, then, used to redistribute total regional intermediate and final 

consumption of products from German suppliers,  ̅ 
    

    
    

 , according to the regions of 

origin.      
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4.7  Illustrative application of the German MRSUT 

From official statistics, such as regional accounts, basic information about the spatial distribution of 

policy relevant macro variables, such as value added (GRP) or employment, across the states can be 

gained. Often, policies aiming at fostering growth in these variables consider measures, such as 

infrastructure projects or schooling programs. As a side effect such measures often generate significant 

demand effects, which may lead to considerable positive indirect impacts on regional value added or 

employment. Therefore, these indirect impacts are often used as arguments for certain projects in the 

public debate. However, especially on the regional level, information provided by regional accounts 

do not offer a solid information base for the assessment of the total (direct and indirect) impacts to be 

expected for the regional economy. The main reason is that the smaller the region under consideration 

is the larger is the extent to which these variables depend on interregional interindustry relationships 

rather than being directly linked with local final demand. Therefore, from the perspective of a region, 

the content of GRP in final demand originating from the own region (intraregional deliveries to final 

demand,    
  ), from other regions (interregional exports to final demand, ∑    

     
 ) and from the rest 

for the world (international exports,   
 ) is more relevant (see Oosterhaven, 1981a; Chapter 4).  

However, estimating such figures is often considerably hampered by the absence of required 

information about interregional interindustry relationships at the subnational level. The construction of 

the MRSUT for Germany‘s federal states, described in the previous sections of this chapter, therefore, 

constitutes a considerable advancement in the information base for assessing regional economic 

policies. In the following, this database shall be used for an illustrative analysis that aims at estimating 

the shares of GRP depending of the own state‘s final demand in those figures reported by regional 

accounts.  

In the following subsection (4.7.1), Germany‘s federal states are introduced and the spatial distribution 

of GRP and GRP per capita is discussed. Afterwards, Subsection 4.7.2 shows how more informative 

figures can be derived from the multiregional Leontief model, first, and discusses the outcomes of the 

model, afterwards.         

4.7.1 Germany’s federal states and their direct contribution to national GDP  

The first panel of Figure 4.2 shows the geographical location of the 16 German states depicted in the 

MRSUT. The ordering runs from north to south and further distinguishes those states that were part of 

former western (excluding the western part of Berlin) Germany from those that constituted the 

territory of the former German Democratic Republic (12-16) before the re-unification. The colouring 

indicates the GDP per capita (the darker, the higher the GDP per capita). The second panel of Figure 

4.2 shows the shares of the 16 states in national population and their direct contribution to national 

GDP.  
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It can be observed that there is still a significant gap in GRP per capita between the former western 

and eastern Germanys. Generally, the highest GRPs per capita can be observed for the city states of 

Hamburg and Bremen. This can partly be explained by the large amounts of in-commuters, whose 

contribution to GDP is counted for the cities, but who do not count in the denominator.  

Figure 4.2 Germany‘s 16 Federal States and percentage shares in national population and GDP 

 

Source: VGR der Länder. 

Apart from the city states, the southern states of Hessen, Baden-Württemberg and Bayern show GRP 

per capita figures that are significantly above average, whereas that of Nordrhein-Westfalen exceeds 

the national average only slightly. For Bayern and Baden-Württemberg this can be explained by the 

very high concentration of export oriented firms belonging to machinery and automotive industries, 

which are primarily located in the metropolitan areas of Stuttgart (Baden-Württemberg), München and 

Nürnberg (both located in Bayern). In the case of Hessen, by contrast, in particular the concentration 

of banks and insurance companies, as well as of businesses consultancies in Frankfurt am Main 

contributes to its high GRP per capita figures. However, for Nordrhein-Westfalen, the GRP figure 

covers strong regional disparities within that state. There is, on the one hand, a high concentration of 

chemical and pharmaceutical industries, as well as of machinery industries in the Niederrhein area, 

while the Ruhr area, on the other hand, still suffers from the structural change caused by the decline of 

coal mining and steel production since the late 1950s.  

4.7.2 Contribution of own and other state’s final demand to gross regional product  

In the following, we discuss to what extend GRP of Germany‘s federal states depends on the own 

state‘s final demand compared to the contributions of demand from other states and from the rest of 

the world.     
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These figures are estimated by means of the multiregional Leontief model, which delivers the amount 

of output of each regional industry directly and indirectly required to satisfy final demand: 

  (    )   (    )         (4.27) 

where   is a block matrix of intermediate use coefficients, whose generic element    
   denotes the 

amount of product   from region   used provide one unit of ouput by industry   in region  .     ̂   

is a block-diagonal matrix of market-shares. Its generic element    
  denotes the market share of 

industry   in the total supply of product   by region  .  On the right-hand side, (    )  , is the 

multiregional industry-by-industry Leontief-Inverse, which is post-multiplied by  (    ), which 

denotes final demand directed to regional industries. The total effect on gross output by industry may, 

then, be translated into value added (GRP) by pre-multiplying (4.23) with   
    

   
 ⁄   , which 

denotes the amount of value added (GRP) generated per unit of gross output of industry   in region  .  

Figure 4.3 shows the sources of GRP of Germany‘s federal states. The solid bars show the percentage 

contributions of local final demand for products from the own state, where we distinguish between the 

contribution of private consumption of households including Non-Profit Institutions Serving 

Households (∑    
      

   , black solid bar), of local governmental consumption (     
  , dark grey) and of 

local capital formation (     
  , light grey). These contributions include intraregional direct and indirect 

effects. The dark hatched bars show the contribution of regional exports to the Rest of the Country 

(RoC), whereas the light hatched bars show the contribution of export to the Rest of the World (RoW) 

to GRP.  

Comparing the percentage contributions of final demands from the own state to GRP shows 

remarkable differences across the states. The figures vary in a bandwidth from about 38% and 40% in 

the city states of Bremen and Hamburg to more than 57% in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. This 

outcome can be partly be explained by the tendency that relatively larger regions depend less on trade 

than smaller ones. Comparing the outcomes of Hamburg and Bremen to the much larger states of 

Nordrhein-Westfalen, Baden-Württemberg and Bayern, for example, shows that the former have the 

highest dependency on final demand from other regions and lowest dependency on demand from their 

own region. For the latter, by contrast, the opposite is true. However, these factors do apparently not 

explain patterns observed for many other states, since much smaller states such as Schleswig-Holstein 

or the eastern German states also show higher dependencies on their own final demand.     
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Figure 4.3 Contributions of final demands to gross regional product of Germany‘s federal states 

 

Source: Own calculations. 

One explanation for this outcome is the difference in the ratios of private consumption to 

governmental spending in regional final consumption. Compared to private consumption, the vast 

majority of governmental expenditures are devoted to public administration, social insurance, 

education and healthcare, which are typically produced in the same region and, furthermore, require 

only little intermediate inputs from other industries and regions. In the former eastern states, between 

34% and 37% of the GRP depending on final demand from the own state can be attributed to 

governmental consumption. The highest share can be observed in Berlin (39%), which is due to its 

role as Germany‘s capital city. Compared to that, in Nordrhein-Westfalen, Hessen, Baden-

Württemberg and Bayern shares varying between 25% and 27% can be observed.  

In addition to their relatively high shares of governmental expenditures compared to other western 

German states, the states of Niedersachsen and Schleswig-Holstein are the regions of residence for the 

majority of in-commuters to Hamburg and Bremen. For this reason, both states have relatively high 

ratios of private consumption compared to the incomes earned in these states leading to a relatively 

high dependency on their own region‘s final demand. This explanation also applies to Brandenburg, 

where many inhabitants work in Berlin.  

Finally, the degree of orientation on international exports delivers an additional explanation, especially 

for the differences observed between western and eastern states. The economies of Baden-

Württemberg, Bayern and Nordrhein-Westfalen are those with strongest orientation on international 
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trade, with 32% to 28% of regional GRP directly and indirectly linked with exports to foreign 

countries. Opposed to that, in particular in the northeastern states of Berlin, Brandenburg and 

Mecklenburg-Vorpommern only 15% to 16% of regional GRP can be attributed to international 

exports.   

4.8  Conclusion 

In this Chapter the construction of the multiregional Supply-Use table (MRSUT) for Germany‘s 

federal states using the Automated Integration System for Harmonized Accounts (AISHA, see 

Geschke et al., 2011) is presented. AISHA is designed for the construction large-scale MRIOs by 

harmonizing initial estimates (priors) of tables with possibly conflicting data from various sources 

using the KRAS algorithm (Lenzen et al., 2009). For the construction of the German MRSUT, these 

capabilities combined with high-performance computing made it possible to integrate large amounts of 

data at relatively low costs, including data from national and regional accounts, from surveys on 

households and manufacturers, as well as freight transportation data.  

In the following two chapters of this dissertation, the German MRSUT builds the base for two 

different applications. In Chapter 5, the table is used to assess the indirect economic impacts of the 

heavy flooding in 2013 in southern and south-eastern Germany transmitted through interregional 

interindustry linkages. For the analysis of the net impacts of promoting renewable energies on the 

regional and social distribution of value added and disposable income, the MRSUT is additionally 

extended (see Chapter 6): Firstly, compensation of employees is broken down in terms of region of 

residence of workers (reflecting commuting) as well as in terms of their education level. Secondly, an 

additional matrix depicting the distribution labour income across income brackets is constructed. This 

enables modelling the circular flow of income and expenditure at a highly detailed level.  

Because of the consistency of the German MRSUT with the national Supply-Use tables from the 

World Input-Output Database (WIOD), it can be integrated into WIOD‘s global MRIO at relatively 

low costs. This task requires splitting foreign imports and exports of Germany‘s federal states into 

their countries of origin and destination, respectively (see for example, Bachmann et al., 2015; Wang 

et al., 2015). This extension would greatly enlarge the range of possible applications to regional 

contributions to global phenomena, such as regionalized consumption based emissions, or, vice versa, 

applications to regional impacts of global developments, such as shifts in global value chains.  
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